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Text Talker is designed for literate people using the following types of access:

        Touch               Eye gaze        Switch                            Pointer 

Text Talker is a powerful grid set that includes a number of innovative features to make 
generating messages as fast and efficient as possible. 

 
         Explore word completion and next word prediction 
         for single words

         Chat history offers a quick way to generate whole
         phrases

         The Quick Phrases grid provides an editable range 
         of pre-stored phrases arranged by category

         Recall phrases recorded with your own voice using 
         the Message Banking Grid

         Temporarily store and retrieve messages - useful for 
         dealing with interruptions or preparing for conversations 
         in advance

Introducing Text Talker

 
This guide will show you 

how to use these features, 
and help you get up and 
running with Text Talker
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Getting to know your home screen 

This is your home grid. It is 
based around a QWERTY 
keyboard by default, but 

you can change this easily 
in you settings.

Message bar

At the top of the grid is your message bar, where messages are 
composed before speaking out loud using the Speak cell. 

Clear

The Clear cell resets the message bar, ready to compose a new message.

Tip: Word prediction can cope with misspelt words, so if you happen to hit the wrong letter
just carry on typing! 

Chat history

There are two rows of prediction cells above the keyboard. The first row is your Chat 
History, which suggests whole phrases based on when and where you last said something. 

Word prediction

The second row of prediction cells are your word prediction. Just start typing a word 
and after a few letters you should see it appear on this row. After selecting your word, 
suggestions for the next word will appear. 

The more you use Text Talker, the more accurate and personalised your predictions will 
become.

Conversation switching

The memory functions enable you to temporarily store your conversations, and come back 
to them later.
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Chat history

How does Chat history work?

Chat history gives you a quick and easy way to speak 
whole phrases. With your permission, everything you say is 
remembered.

Tip: Rather than starting at the beginning of your sentence, just begin typing the keyword 
and your related messages will appear under the message bar. 

Removing a phrase from Chat history 

If you want to remove a phrase from Chat history, start by typing the keyword so that the 
message you want to delete is displayed. 

Then go to your settings grid and select Manage chat history. Now select Remove and 
choose the phrase that you want to delete. 

The Manage chat history 
icon looks like this: 

There may be times when 
you don't want Grid to 

remember what you say. 
Simply switch on Private 

mode! 

Your Chat history phrases are suggested based on how often you speak 
them, and how recently they were said. Chat history also takes into 
account where you were when you last said something. 

For example, the phrases that appear when you are at your favourite 
café may be different from those that appear when you are at home.

If your desired phrase doesn't come up straight away, use the arrows to 
scroll through more choices. 

A huge bank of commonly spoken phrases are included in Text Talker 
to get you started. Your own personal phrases are added to this as you 
speak!
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Private mode

How do I turn on Private mode?

You can turn on Private mode to stop your messages appearing in your Chat History 
cells, underneath the message bar. 

When Private mode is on, no phrases will be stored in Text Talker until you turn it off 
again. 

Just go to your settings grid and select the padlock. The padlock will change colour 
when Private mode is turned on. 

Tip: You can also turn on Chat history in the software by going to Settings - Writing - 
Chat history. 

You can turn off location 
data too, if you 

don't want Text Talker 
to learn where you say 

different phrases. 

Private mode offPrivate mode on

Private modePrivate mode
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Quick phrases

Text Talker comes with a range of pre-stored phrases, 
organised into categories.  Each phrase will speak as soon 
as you select it. 

These phrases are here to help you respond quickly in 
particular situations and common interactions, and are fully 
editable.
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Adding and removing your phrases

To add a new phrase you must first type it using the keyboard on your home grid, 
so that it appears in the message bar. 

Now go to your Quick phrases grid and choose your category. Select Add and 
pick the cell you want your phrase to appear on. 

Similarly, you can delete a phrase by selecting Remove and then choosing the 
phrase you no longer want. 

Custom categories

There are three Custom categories, that you can add your own content to in the 
same way. 

Tip: If you wish to change the name of your categories, you can do this in Edit mode. Simply 
choose the category you want to edit and select the Change Label button in the toolbar.

Quickly speak pre-stored 
phrases without typing: 
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Message banking

The Message banking grid enables you to play back the phrases you 
have recorded with your own speech, rather than using the synthesised 
voice. 

Tip: Banked messages can also be triggered by typing your phrase using the keyboard, or 
by selecting it from your Chat history. 

Your Message banking grid 
is located in Quick phrases: 

Tip: You can also record, import, delete and organise your messages into categories by 
going to Settings - Speech - Message banking. 

Adding phrases

To add a phrase, select Record new message and use the keyboard to type the phrase 
you want to record. Select Next when your are happy with your phrase, and use the 
Start/Stop recording button to record your message.

You can now check whether you are happy with your recording, then Save and finish or 
choose to Record again. 

If you want to record multiple messages, simply choose Save and record new phrase to 
go back to your keyboard and compose your next message.
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Switching conversations

Using the memory functions, you can temporarily store phrases 
and switch between conversations. 

Storing and retrieving phrases

To store your phrase, select Store message at the bottom of the 
keyboard and the contents of your message bar will be saved. 

You can now respond with your new message, and then select 
Retrieve message to continue composing the message you 
were working on. 

When you are finished with a phrase, select Remove message 
and choose the phrase you want to delete. You can also choose 
to Delete all of your stored messages. 

Tip: You can store a list of messages in the same way, which could be useful for preparing  
for a conversation in advance.

Sometimes you may find 
yourself needing to respond 

to an interruption when 
you are halfway through 
composing a message. 

Retrieve message Store message

retrieve message store message

MR M+
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Choosing your keyboard

There are three different keyboard layouts for you to choose from. 
The default keyboard is QWERTY, but you may prefer to use an ABC 
or Frequency keyboard.

Faster text communication for switch users

The Frequency keyboard is designed to speed up switch scanning 
for people who use prediction.

Research shows that words are now predicted with such accuracy 
that 84% of the time you only need to select the first 1 or 2 letters. 

This keyboard layout arranges the keys by those that appear most 
frequently in the first 1-2 letters of a word, as well as overall in the 
English language.

You can Change keyboard 
from your Settings grid: 
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Settings

This is your Settings grid, 
filled with useful features: 

Adjust the volume of your device
Volume

Adjust the brightness of your screen
Brightness

Mute
Mute and unmute 

your speakers

Private mode
Turn private mode 
on and off again

100

90

mute Private mode
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Tip: If you accidentally select clear when composing a message, you can restore the text in 
your message bar by going into the Settings grid and selecting Undo clear. 

Copy
Copy the text in the 

message bar

Sleep screen
Turn off your device and 
wake with your access 

Undo clear
Restore the text in your 

message bar

Paste
Paste your text into
 the message bar

Fast typing
Turn on for a faster dwell 
speed on your keyboard

Manage Chat history
Delete a phrase from 

your Chat history

Change keyboard
Change your 

keyboard layout

Voice settings
Change your voice and 

voice settings

Sleep screen Copy

Undo clear Paste

Fast Typing
Manage chat 

history

Change 
keyboard Voice settings
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Tip: Look out for the information pages in Text Talker, where you'll find additional 
instructions on using the features available. More help is available in our Knowledge base: 

thinksmartbox.com/smart-support/knowledge-base

Navigate through the text in your message bar and move
between lines, sentences, paragraphs and the whole text

Text navigation

Prev line Next line Prev sentence

Prev paragraph Next paragraph Start of text End of text

Next sentence
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